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1. In recent years Carlitz, Srivastava; Singhal and Bhati have 
derived a number of generalizations of Mehler's formula, summing 
series of products of Hermite polynomials of 3 or more variables 
[3], [4], [6],-[7}, [8], [9]. As the number of expansion parameters 
increases, the expressions become more and more unwieldy and from 
the formulations given the later publications it is not clear what form 
the results take as the number of variables and /or expansion para
meters is further increased. Yet a perfectly general approach has, 
in fact, been given by Carlitz f 4] by means of Fourier transforms, 
even though Carlitz does not use this term, speaking instead of infi
nite integrals, and the formulas derived by him do not show his 
method in its full generality_ The purpose of the present contribu-
tion is to show how Fourier transforms can be used to sum series of 
products of Hermite functions of an arbitrary number n of variables 
and with up to -}11(n+1) non-vanishing expansion parameters; in all 
cases the basic expressions sum to Gaussian functions of the variables 
with coefficients which depend on the expansion parameters and arc 
most simply represented by determinants and their co-factors. 

2. 

( 1) 

The sums to be evaluated are of the form 

I11(X, u, m,)=cexp(-2:'x2j)SU'[Hi(il(x5)] x 

(-~ l/j ) -r(j,j) /17 -r(j,k) n1 __ J __ --U" -' ,_. --,---
" 11 ! 'rjk ! 
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where the singly primed sum and product signs indicate that the index 
runs from 1 to n, whereas II" (and later 2:") are to be taken over all 
j and k satisfying l "<.j<k~n. The outer sum S implies that the 
powers 'rjj and -r1k individually take all non-negative integer values 
and 

(2) t;=E +2-.i1+mj, -r;k=-r1;; (j>k) 
k::j=j 

where the mi are constants. (For ease of compositing, higher order 
subscripts are written as arguments, e. g., t (j)=th -r (j, k)=-r11,.) 

The 11-dimensional exponential Fourier transform of a function 

f (x) = f (X1 ... X11) 

(3) g (p) = g (P1···P11) = F" [/ (x)] = (2n)-" 12 

J:: ... J f(x)e-ivwd"x 

when applied to a Gaussian yields (cf. [2], [5] ) 

(4) Fn [exp (-~xTMx)] = [det(M)r1 ' 2 exp (-QpTM-1p) 

where M is any symmetric positive-definite n x n matrix and the 
superscript T denotes transposition. Since 

(5) Ht (x) exp (-x2) = (-d/dx)t exp (-x2) 

(6) F1 [d/dx) 1 f (x)]=(ip)t g (p) 

(cf. equ. (10.13.7) of [l}) [2], with obvious generalizations to several 
dimensions, the transform of (l) becomes in the case m 000 0 

(8) 

(9) 

F,, [[,,(x, u, 0)]=2-"'2 exp (--~::S'p2 ;) x 

( ) .. 2 ·)'(j,j) ( . . )'(j,k) S. II' 2lli1/i J Il" _1_11'~·P~1P'-1"": __ _ 

7jj! -:51;! 

=2-"'2 Il' exp [-l(l · 2111;) P12] II" exp (un,PiPk) 

_,2-nf2 exp (--}pTAp] 

where A is a symmetric matrix with elements 

00) 
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,.The inverse transformation analogous to ( 4) yields 

(11) I,.(x, u, 0)= 6 - 112 exp (-xTBx) 

= tc,.-1 12 exp (-1:'~jjX12 -21:"~1-tXjXk) 

where 

(12) 6 =<let (A); B=A-1, 

The elements ~11, of B can be expressed in the usual way in terms 
of the co-factors Aik of the elements rx11o of A 

(13) ~-k = A11c = :11olynomial in u of degree (n-1) 
' 6 Polynomial in u of degree n 

Similarly, with the use of (5), 

(14) In (x, u, 111) = n' (-D;r(j>J,.(x, u, 0) 

where Dj=o/oxj, 

This derivation is entirely equivalent to the approach geven in 
Section 4 of [4], except that Carlitz confines himself to two cases 
which in the present notation correspond to : 

(i) u1,,=0, unless exactly one of the subscripts is 1 ; 

(ii) UJl,=0, unless /j-kl = 1 or {j, k} = {1, n}, so that the sub-
scripts form a chain. 

In case (i) the resulting form of A reduces the polynomials in (13) to 
quadratics. All the formulas given in [3], [4], [6J, [7], [8], [9] can be 
regarded as special cases of (1), (11), (14), if the exponential factor in 
front of the sum in (J) is divided out. It is also clear from the pre
sent approach that the convergence of the series (1) is entirely deter
mined by the positive-definiteness of A ; it is a necessary condition 
since otherwise the inverse transform of (9) diverges for all real x' 
(the sum (9) itself converges in any case) ; similarly, the condition is 
sufficient at least for conditional convergence, since (11) is meaningful 
whenever it holds. On the other hand, the analytic properties of the 
exponential, which has no singularities for any finite value of the 
argument, real or complex, ensure that, provided the expansion for 
1,. (x, 11, 0) converges in any finite domain for each x 1, it also con
verges for all finite Xj, and the same applies to its derivatives (14) ; 
hence the convergence of (1) is in no way dependent on the values of 
x or m. 
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3. When considering the case m=tC=O in (l), (2), a particularly 
simple result is obtained by summing over all non-negative order 111j 

in view of Taylor's expansion in n dimensions : 

[
v.mUl J In (x, u, v)=SII' -3

-
1
- r,. (x, u, m). 

1111. 

(15) [
( - D ·v -)'"' n] 

=SIT' 1 
/ In (x, u, m)= I,. (x-v, u, 0). 

1113. 

Before considering the individual terms I,. (x, u. m), it is useful to 
introduce directional derivatives by means of the operator 

(16) (w. D)="2.' (w1D1) 

and hence 

07) (w.D)"'=m ! S II' [(wiDi)µ(j)µi! ], 

where the sum in (17) is to be taken over all sets of [Lj satisfying 

in view of the multinomial theorem. Applying the first two powers 
of (16) to (I I) yields 

(19) (-w. D) In (x, u, 0) =2(w1'Bx) ln(X, u, 0) 

(20) (-w. D)2 In (x, u, 0)=[4(wTBx)2-2Y] ln(X, u, 0) 

with 

(21) Y=w'Bw. 

Since (11) is a Gaussian function l _ .;.ny set of n independent 
linear combinations of the Xj, it is clear that (l 7) applied to (11) must 
yield Hermite polynomials of such a linear combination; to be com
patible with ( l 9)-(21) these must be of the form 

(-IV. D)m l,,(x, u, 0) 0=171! sw[ wf(j)lfl·j ! J I,,(x, u, [L) 

_J. 
=Y;n/~ Hrn [(w'l'Bx) Y :l1 f,.(x, ll, 0), 

the sum S being determined by the condition (18). If one considers 
several operators (w . D) (v = 1, 2 ... N) analogous to (16), it is 

'/ 

simplest to introduce tbe abreviations. 
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(23) 

(24) 
rr ] 

y =IV Bxjy"i v v vv· 

Then in view of ([1], equ. (10. 13. 14)) 

(25) (dldy)s HniY)=2" m ! Hm-s (y)/(m-s) ! 

and 

(26) 

where f is any differentiable function of its argument, one obtains 
from (22) and Leibniz' theorem 

(-WA. DY (-w . D)m In (x, u, 0)=~ (-2)s 
v 8 

m! r! 
(m-s)! (r-s)! s! 

or more generally 

(28) N )m(v) 0 l1 (-w . D In(x, u, )=l,.(x, u, 0) 
l v 

N [. 1 yL(v) J m. 
xS II v vv II 

v=l Lv ! HL(v) (y) 

where 

(29) L =m -}; cr 
V V V,\. 

and the last product runs over all I<v<t..<N. The outer sum in 
(28) is to be taken over al! non-negative integer values of the crv,\ ; m 

contrast to the summation in (1), this remains finite series since the 
reciprocal of a factorial with negative argument annihilates all terms 
for wf1ich at least one of the differences L in (29) becomes negative. 

\' 

The expressions Jn (x, u, m) in (1), (2) are obtained from (22), (27) 
and (28) by specifying (1vv, D)=D v and consequently for (23) Y v,.\ 

= ~ vA . Expansions corresponding to (22) and (27) in this case have 
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. been discussed in [4], [6]-[9]. On the other hand, putting wv=wl\ 

in (27) yields 

(30) 
(-2)' m! r! 

Hm+r(y)=~ (m-s)! (r-s)! s! H 111 _s (y) H,_. (y) 

(cf. equ. (10.13.36) of [1]); similarly, equ. (10.13.40) of [1] is a spe
cial case of (22) when 11=0. A large number of other special cases 
occur in the literature or could be derived from the above, but to 
keep the paper short they are not further discussed here. 
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